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Abstract: 
A new concept of abstract relocation problem in introduced 

in this article. It allows to model variety of relocation tasks 

arising in areas such as mobile robotics, logistics, and computer 

entertainment. Relocation problems represent a strict generali-

zation of the existent concepts of cooperative path-finding and 

multi-robot path-planning. An important hierarchical subclass 

of relocation problem is defined and a solving algorithm is de-

scribed. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 

This article reports on our findings regarding abstract 

relocation problems. Our new concept of a relocation 

problem consists of entities (such as agents, containers, …) 

arranged in some environment. Entities can interact with each 

other through special constraints defined in advance. The task 

is to rearrange entities to some goal arrangement while 

movements and interactions among entities must satisfy the 

special constraints along the relocation process (for example 

agent can move freely; a container can be moved by an agent 

only – it cannot move by itself; agents and containers should 

not collide with each other). 

 Relocation problems represent a strict generalization 

of cooperative multi-agent path-finding [4], [5], [6]. 

Consequently it allows modeling of much wider range of 

real-life problems than the standard cooperative path-finding. 

Relocation problems can be used to model variety of tasks 

arising in mobile robotics, logistics, and even in computer 

entertainment. 

 Unlike logistic problems known from the classical 

planning and particularly from the International Planning 

Competition – IPC [2], relocation problem introduces a 

strong interaction among entities which makes it 

computationally challenging [1]. This aspect is also important 

from the practical point of view as in the real-life we also 

face strong interactions among objects that we need to model. 

 In this article we first introduce the new concept of 

relocation problem formally. Then we define an important 

subclass of the problem for which we also show a complete 

solving algorithm that exploits existent path finding 

algorithms as sub-procedures. 

2. Relocation Problem 

Let         be an undirected graph where   is a 

finite set of vertices and     
 
  is a set of edges. Let 

               with     be a finite set of entities. 

Let                with     be a finite set of entity 

types. Each entity is assigned a type by a function      . 

A restriction of a given set of entities      on entities of a 

certain type     will be denoted as      and it is defined 

as follows:                  . 
 An arrangement of entities in vertices of the graph   

is fully described by a location function      ; the in-

terpretation is that an entity     is located in a vertex 

    . A generalized inverse of   is denoted as       
    ; it provides information of a set of entities located in a 

given vertex. That is,        for     is a set of entities 

located in vertex   with respect to  . Notice that,          
for     is a set of entities of type   located in vertex  . 

 An allowance constraint   is an arbitrary relation 

over an  -tuple of non-negative integers less than or equal to 

     ; that is,              (  is a subset of  -ary 

Cartesian product). Allowance constraints restrict sets of 

entities that can stay together in the same vertex. More pre-

cisely, an arrangement of entities   is consistent with respect 

to the allowance constraint   for a vertex     if 

               
                          . An arrange-

ment of entities   is called consistent with respect to   if it 

is consistent for every vertex    . 

 Expectably, we are interested in consistent arrange-

ments only. Consistency of arrangements will be kept along 

its rearrangements through entity movements. Similarly, a 

mobility constraint   is a relation over an  -tuple of 

non-negative integers less than or equal to  ;   
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          . It defines what sets of entities are movable to-

gether. More precisely, a given set of entities      is 

movable if [                           . 

 At each time step, a single move of a set of entities 

from a given vertex to an adjacent vertex can be done. The 

set of entities that are moved must be movable with respect to 

 . The allowance constraint   must be preserved in both the 

source and the destination vertex at the current time step and 

at the time step following the move. These requirements are 

expressed formally as follows. 

 Let    be an arrangement of entities at time step   
consistent with respect to  . A set of entities           

with     can be moved to a vertex   such that 

        if following conditions hold:  

(i) [                           , 

(ii)      
                  

                 

    
                , and 

(iii)      
                  

                 

    
                . 

 The above conditions ensure that the resulting ar-

rangement      at time step     is consistent with respect 

to   again. It holds for      that     
        

      for 

all     other than   and  ;     
        

        ; and 

    
        

        . A move of a set of entities that satis-

fies above conditions is called an allowed move and it is 

denoted as       . □ 

 

Definition 1 (Relocation problem). A relocation problem is a 

tuple                             where   is an 

undirected graph,   is a finite set of entities,   is a finite set 

of entity types,   is an entity type assignment function,   is 

an allowance constraint,   is a mobility constraints,    is an 

initial arrangement of entities consistent with  , and    is a 

goal arrangement of entities consistent with  . □ 

 

 The task is to find a finite sequence of allowed moves 

of sets of entities such that if it is successively applied on the 

initial arrangement   , the goal arrangement    is finally 

obtained. 

Definition 2 (Solution). A solution to a relocation problem 

                            is a finite sequence 

         
          

            
         with 

    of allowed moves where   
   ,     , and      

for all          such that if it is inductively defined that 

an arrangement    is the result of application of the move 

  
        on the arrangement      then      . The 

allowance constraint   and the mobility constraint   must be 

preserved at all the steps. □ 

 

 An example of typical relocation instance and model-

ing abilities of relocation problems are illustrated in Figure 1 

– at most one robot and at most one box can occupy a vertex 

while robot and box together are allowed. The box is a pas-

sive entity it cannot move by itself it must be moved by a 

robot. The robot is an active entity which can move either 

alone or with the box which simulates the process that the 

box is relocated by the robot. 

 Notice that, it does not need to hold that    ; that 

is, a sub-set of entities that is not allowed can be moved. It is 

because of the fact that moved sub-set can have supporters in 

the original as well as in the destination vertex with that it 

forms an allowed sub-set of entities. 

 When real-life situations taking place in the physical 

world are modeled as relocation problems it is rarely the case 

that the number of entities simultaneously occupying the 

same vertex is unbounded. Observe also, that the space of 

          is required to store the allowance and the mo-

bility constraint in the worst case. Bounding the number of 

entities that can simultaneously occupy the same vertex by a 

constant     is hence reasonable and allows us to reduce 

the worst case space required to store the constraints to 

          (since then it holds that               ). 

 

Definition 3 (Bounded constraints). The allowance constraint 

  is called  -bounded for     if              with 

      for           is not satisfied by   whenever 
   

 
     . Analogically we define  -bounded mobility 

constraint  .  □ 
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Empty vertex; one robot in a 
vertex; one box in a vertex; and 
one robot and one box in a 
vertex are allowed. 
 
                 

Robots can move freely while 
boxes can be moved by robots 
only.  

 

 

Figure 1. An instance of relocation problem. There are two types of entities: robots and boxes. Boxes need to be relocated by robots into desired goal ar-

rangement. This is an instance of a hierarchical subclass of relocation problem. 

 



 

 

 A  -bounded relocation problem with     is a re-

location problem                       where   and 

  are  -bounded allowance and mobility constraints respec-

tively. 

3. Hierarchical Tractable Subclass 

Let us now describe an important tractable subclass of the 

relocation problem. It will be called a hierarchical subclass as 

the movable combinations of entities are arranged in a hier-

archical manner by the mobility constraint. It generalizes the 

existent concept of cooperative multi-agent path-finding 

(Luna, Berkis, 2011; Surynek, 2009). 

 We will define conditions on a relocation problem instance 

                            which makes it a 

member of the hierarchical subclass. Without loss of general-

ity let us suppose that         is connected since other-

wise we can restrict the following reasoning on the individual 

connected components. Let                with     

referring to the depth of the hierarchy be a set of entity types. If 

the following conditions hold, then   is called to be 

 -hierarchical: 

(1)                  for          ; 

(2)                if          for all          ; 

that is, the allowance constraint   allows at most one 

entity of the same type in a vertex; 

(3)                if          for all           

and         for all          ; that is,   
                                  . 

 In other words, mobility constraint permits that an entity of 

type    can move freely by itself; an entity of type    can 

move only together with an entity of type    and so on. Gen-

erally, an entity of type    can move only together with an 

entity of type     . The allowance constraint ensures that no 

two or more entities of the same type can occur in the same 

vertex at the same time. There is no special requirement on the 

initial and the goal arrangement    and    in the hierarchical 

subclass. 

 A task from Figure 1 belongs to the defined hierarchical 

subclass – mobile robots correspond to type    while boxes 

correspond to type   . It is also easy to see that for a given 

relocation instance we can check in polynomial time if it is 

hierarchical or not. Observe that  -hierarchical problem is 

also  -bounded. 

3.1. A Complete Solving Algorithm 

The essential building block of a solving algorithm for 

the hierarchical sub-class is a procedure for solving coopera-

tive path-finding problem. We may use polynomial time 

procedures for cooperative path-finding like BIBOX [5] 

(worst-case time complexity of        ) or Push-and-Swap 

[3] (worst-case time complexity        ). The path-finding 

procedure will be used to solve the problem on the individual 

levels of the hierarchy. As the entities on higher levels of 

hierarchy cannot move by themselves we always need to 

prepare supporting entities on the lower level to carry out 

each individual move of the solution provided by cooperative 

path-finding algorithm. The pseudo-code of the whole pro-

cess is shown as Algorithm 1. 

The algorithm first arranges entities of type    that are 

on the top of the hierarchy and proceeds with      and so on 

until base level of type    is reached – this process is repre-

sented by function Solve-Hierarchical-Relocation. 

On the level   of the hierarchy we distinguish if it is a 

base level (   ) or not. In case of the base level, the prob-

lem already reduced to the cooperative path-finding and the 

path-finding algorithm can be called directly (lines 4-6 of 

Solve-Hierarchical-Level). If this is not the case, we produce 

the solution for the level   again by cooperative 

path-finding algorithm but now the moves cannot be per-

formed directly but have to be supported by entities on lower 

levels (lines 8-12 of Solve-Hierarchical-Level). Supporting 

moves on lower hierarchy levels are implemented by recur-

sive procedures Move-Entity-on-Level and Pre-

pare-for-Move-on-Level. Each move of the entity on the level 

  requires that an entity on level     moves with it. 

Hence we need to ensure that there is some entity of type 

     in the source vertex and no entity of type      in the 

destination vertex. This requirement propagates to lower 

levels of the hierarchy recursively. 

It is not difficult to observe that the algorithm is correct. 

It is just needed to verify that paths required on lines 3 and 12 

of Prepare-for-Move-on-Level always exists which comes 

from the assumption of connectivity of  . Observe also that 

the algorithm is complete if the underlying cooperative 

path-finding procedure is complete which is true for both 

BIBOX and Push-and-Swap. 

 

Proposition 1. Let     be a fixed height of the hierarchy. 

Then the  -hierarchical relocation problem can be solved in 

the worst-case time of           and the length of generated 

solution is          . ■ 

 

Proof. Let      denotes the time necessary to execute the 

procedure Move-Entity-on-Level on the level  . Then it holds 

that        and                      for     

from which we quickly get that             . In other 

words, one move on the level   consumes time of        . 

Similarly we can estimate the number of moves necessary to 

make a move on the level  . Let      denotes the number of 

moves to produced by Move-Entity-on-Level on the level  . 



 

 

Then we have        and                 for 

    from which we obtain that               . 

 If we use the BIBOX algorithm (Surynek, 2009) for coop-

erative path-finding sub-problem which worst-case time 

complexity is         and it produces solution consisting of  

        moves then the worst-case time complexity for the 

last level of the hierarchy will be           and it will pro-

duce           moves. Accounting lower levels just adds the 

factor of   which does not change the asymptotic estima-

tions. ■ 
 
 
Algorithm 1. Solving algorithm for the  -hierarchical relocation prob-

lem. A sequence of moves of entities is produced. 

function Solve-Hierarchical-Relocation    : solution 

1: let                                          
2:     ;       
3: for             do 
4:  Solve-Hierarchical-Level                             
                                             
5: return    
 

procedure Solve-Hierarchical-Level       

1: let                             
2: if     then 
3:  if       then 
4:       Solve-Path-Finding                   
5:            
6:   Make-Moves        
7: else 
8:  if             then 
9:      Solve-Path-Finding                            
10:   let               

                    
11:   for           do 

12:    Move-Entity-on-Level           
 

procedure Move-Entity-on-Level         
 /* assumed           and           */ 
1: if     then 
2:  Prepare-for-Move-on-Level           
3:                    
4: Make-Move                
 

procedure Prepare-for-Move-on-Level         

1: if           then 
2:  if           then 
3:   let                be a shortest path 
    in   to a vertex    such that 
               and            for             
4:   for             do 
5:    Move-Entity-on-Level             
6:  else /*           */ 
7:   Move-Entity-on-Level         
8: else /*           */ 
9:  if           then 
10:   Move-Entity-on-Level         
11:  else /*           */ 
12:   let                be a shortest path 
    in   to a vertex    such that 
               and            for             
13:   for             do 
14:    Move-Entity-on-Level             
 

4. Conclusions and Discussion 

A general concept of relocation problems has been in-

troduced. It generalizes cooperative path-finding by imposing 

more constraints on allowed moved. An important hierar-

chical subclass of relocation problem has been also described. 

The hierarchical subclass is practically important as it allows 

to model planning problems like container transportation by a 

group of mobile robots. It has been shown that properly inte-

grated algorithms for standard cooperative path-finding can 

used to solve the hierarchical subclass. 

 It will be interesting for future work to implement the 

presented algorithm for the hierarchical subclass and to eval-

uate its performance experimentally in comparison with do-

main-independent planners. 
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